NCCS Regional Flag Football Championships
November 9-11, 2012
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, IL

RESULTS

Men’s Division
6 Teams, 2 Pools
Champion: Eastern Illinois University
Runner-up: Hammertime, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
Championship Final Score: 26-7

Men’s All-Tournament Team
- Adam Tapling (EIU) – Eastern Illinois
- Daniel Bracken (EIU) – Eastern Illinois
- Ben Wagner (EIU) – Eastern Illinois
- Keenan Hutchinson (SIUE) – Hammertime
- Nick Montgomery (SIUE) – Hammertime
- Chance Albertson (Missouri S & T) – Miners
- Andy Brackett (SIUC) – Hot, Sweaty, & Ready

MVP – Adam Tapling (EIU) – Eastern Illinois

Co-Rec Division
3 Teams, 1 Pool
Champion: No Punt Intended, Southern Illinois University Carbondale
Runner-up: Advanced Apology, Southern Illinois University Carbondale
Championship Final Score: 24-18

Co-Rec All-Tournament Team
- Emily Berglin (SIUC) – Advanced Apology
- Jenna Schneider (SIUC) – Advanced Apology
- Brittney Shiller (SIUC) – No Punt Intended
- Karisa Kolouris (SIUC) – No Punt Intended
- Kyle Frick (SIUC) – Advanced Apology
- Michael Wilson (SIUC) – Advanced Apology
- Andrew Rogers (SIUC) – No Punt Intended
- Chris Kern (SIUC) – No Punt Intended

Female MVP – Brittney Shiller (SIUC) – No Punt Intended
Male MVP – Michael Wilson (SIUC) – Advanced Apology

Women’s Division
3 Teams, 1 Pool
Champion: She Unit, Southern Illinois University Carbondale
Runner-up: Show Me Your TD’s, Southern Illinois University Carbondale
Championship Final Score: 26-18

Women’s All-Tournament Team
- Brittney Shiller (SIUC) – She Unit
- Stephanie Murray (SIUC) – She Unit
- Jenna Schneider (SIUC) – She Unit
- Tara Zacharia (SIUC) – Show Me Your TD’s
- Samantha Gill (SIUC) – Show Me Your TD’s
- Stephanie Rich (SIUC) – Show Me Your TD’s
- Taylor Willer (SIUC) – Delta Zeta

**MVP** – Stephanie Murray (SIUC) – She Unit

**Outstanding Sportsmanship Team Awards**

**Men’s** – University of Illinois Springfield  
**Women’s** – None  
**Co-Rec** – Advanced Apology

**All-Tournament Officials**

Aaron Dueker, University of Missouri  
Chris Burke, Notre Dame  
Wesley Dempsey, Creighton University  
William Faith, Indiana University - Alternate